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    Don’t Step to the Peaceful (lyrics) 

Hook: Don’t Step to the Peaceful, Everyday Teachin’ equal (4 times) 

 

 

Raise em up and shake em out (arms, legs...breath in 3 counts, hold then exhale and drop arm/feet) 

Feel the love and never doubt 

Somebody turn on the lights  

Intolerant extremes wake it up or you're sick sit down 

 

Remember that a mess up is a sign to calm down 

Ease it up or make mistakes we know right now 

Cleanin' up behind the first-order mess power is strong with us true all the way through Planet Owlin 

 

Blunt Brotha in effect respect or we dissect 

That there dealt with it aired it out All a tech 

Watch what you reflect because a bite ain’t always checked 

Matter of fact in effect keep a rhyme off tha chest 

 

Love yourself cuz you ain't the only U 

A world inside the Rapture please minimize the brews 

No confuse  we helpin’ to bring it to 16....shoe (back it up) 

Any bothers let it go hot stuff feelin’ throughs 
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Hook: Don’t Step to the Peaceful, Everyday Teachin’ equal (4 times) 

 

Respect the hope like Harmonic Revelation 

Relevant to cash rules blessin’ every nation 

Bounce Rock Roller skate  

2 for cash ran its course  

Q’n elevations 

 

They expect Commerce just to be there without the peace 

Gotta protect them from themselves Elders please teach 

Competition babies watchin’ minds while they leach 

Every soul is from the womb Women's rights not the beast 

 

Chill Peace Team Camp Infinite Labs Universe 

Loyalty is royalty watch the air break the curse 

Love relativity really life no rehearse 

Mentally we peace hear the purpose first 

 

What are we doin' to be aware conscious of the reign 

When the world is in your head it's a Harbinger thang 

Don't be bothered by the lie it’s a tribulations pain 

God Krishna Yahweh Allah many cultures just the same 
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Hook: Don’t Step to the Peaceful, Everyday Teachin’ equal (4 times) 

 

Outro: Peace… no half....just 1 (love)....Man (Jazz Cat) 

Much love and gratitude to “Blessings today”...here's a real fart…”cooperative not just competition”… 

“Don't Rachi” (don't rush us please)…”He’s somebody’s Uncle”…  peace to music... 


